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Dear Physical Therapist Assistant Program Candidate:
I am excited you are considering FVCC to pursue your physical therapist assistant degree. As a physical therapist for
over 30 years, I have found physical therapy to be rewarding, challenging, flexible and fun! Making a commitment to
a healthcare career in physical therapy will not prove to be just a job, but a lifelong fulfilling career.
The FVCC faculty, staff and administration are committed to your success. FVCC’s Physical Therapist Assistant
Program will provide you with a solid foundation on which you can grow and develop a promising future as a physical
therapist assistant. Our goal is to provide you with an up-to-date education and a wide variety of clinical experiences
to prepare you for successful entry into the workforce. We accept up to 12 students per year into the PTA program.
The small size is advantageous to our students, allowing more individualized attention and a greater amount of
hands-on experience.
This program is designed for students with high levels of motivation, communication skills and professionalism. The
program coursework and clinicals are challenging, demanding and time consuming. It is your responsibility to reap
full benefit from your coursework and clinical education by actively participating and dedicating your time and efforts
to the program to be successful. We encourage students to work hard, provide the highest level of quality patient
care and customer service possible to those you encounter, treat people with respect, and behave with integrity. The
effectiveness of your education and skill is determined not only by constant practice and study, but also by your
attitude and behavior. A sense of professionalism should be incorporated into all classroom, laboratory, and clinical
experiences.
Finally, part of our job at FVCC is to teach you that learning is a lifetime process. Graduation from this program,
passing your licensing exams, successfully working your first job isn’t the end. Our profession is changing and growing
rapidly. To best meet the changing health care needs and to provide quality patient care, you must keep learning.
The faculty will work to teach you how to keep that process going and to use your resources by: joining and using the
APTA resources, participate in continuing education courses, reading journals, asking questions, and consult with
others. Develop a desire for learning!
Best wishes as you take the next step to enter the FVCC’s Physical Therapist Assistant Program. I hope this will be an
exceptional educational experience and you find the resources gathered during your education at FVCC to be
valuable throughout your lifetime.
Sincerely,

Janice Heil, PT, MAPT
FVCC PTA Program Director
(406)756-3373
jheil@fvcc.edu
BC 123C
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PTA Program
The FVCC Program: The Physical Therapist Assistant Program at FVCC is a two-year course of study leading to an
Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degree.
The PTA program is a structured 1 + 1 format requiring all applicants to complete all of the prerequisite courses prior
to acceptance into the on-campus programs. This means that it takes approximately one academic year of specific
college prerequisite courses, taken at FVCC or an accredited college of choice, followed by 1 year (3 semesters) of
technical coursework. The technical education courses are designed to facilitate the development of clinical decision
making skills, psychomotor skills and values-based behaviors required to work under the direction and supervision of
the physical therapist. The technical education portion of the program includes lecture, laboratory and clinical
experiences to ensure students gain not only the knowledge, but are also able to develop the skills necessary to
function in a variety of physical therapy care settings under the direction of a physical therapist. Upon successful
completion of an accredited PTA program, the graduate PTA will be eligible to take the national licensure exam
(NPTAE) approved by the MT Board of Physical Therapy Examiners.
A new class of PTA students begins each year in August.

What is a Physical Therapist Assistant?
The Physical Therapist Assistant (PTA) is a technically educated health care provider who works under the supervision
of a physical therapist. The PTA performs duties and carries out treatment plans as directed by the physical therapist.
Care provided by a PTA may include teaching patients/clients exercise for mobility, strength and coordination
activities, along with instruction in walking with crutches, canes, or walkers. They may also provide therapeutic
massage and the use of physical agents, electrotherapy and patient education.
The work involved in physical therapy includes physical activity such as bending, lifting patients, and prolonged
standing and walking. PTAs utilize various rehabilitative techniques to help patients whose abilities have been
impaired by an accident, injury, illness, disease or other health-related conditions that limit movement and
functional abilities. PTAs work in a variety of settings including acute care and rehabilitation hospitals, outpatient
facilities, school systems, nursing homes, home health and sports medicine clinics. The PTA is an important member
of the dynamic rehabilitation team and will interact with other health care providers including occupational
therapists and assistants, nurses, speech pathologists, and physicians.

Mission
FVCC’S PTA program’s mission is to graduate qualified entry level PTA’s who function under the direction and
supervision of a licensed PT. Graduates will ensure excellence in patient care by demonstrating competence, critical
thinking and compassion. Faculty and graduates will be committed to health and wellness, safe and ethical practice,
social responsibility and a personal commitment to professional growth and lifelong learning.

Accreditation Status:
Physical Therapist Assistant Program at Flathead Valley Community College is accredited by the Commission on
Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education (CAPTE), 1111 North Fairfax Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314;
telephone: 703-706-3245; email: accreditation@apta.org; website: http://www.capteonline.org.
Next Site Visit: Spring 2028
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FVCC PTA Program Outcomes




The Program will graduate competent entry-level physical therapist assistants who function effectively under
the direction and supervision of a physical therapist
The Program will prepare graduates with the knowledge and technical skills needed to pass the PTA NPTE
exam and obtain employment as a licensed PTA who functions under the direct supervision of a physical
therapist.
The Program will promote an evidence-based curriculum that supports the mission of FVCC based upon input
from the PTA advisory committee, academic faculty, students and clinical instructors.

FVCC PTA Graduate Outcomes







Graduates will follow a plan of care established by a physical therapist and carry out physical therapy
interventions in a safe, ethical and competent manner at entry level.
Graduates will demonstrate effective written, oral and nonverbal communication skills with patients,
families/caregivers, healthcare providers, peers, third party payers and the public.
Graduates will recognize the need for continued personal and professional growth to ensure competence in
current practices of physical therapy and a commitment to lifelong learning.
Graduates will demonstrate behavioral expectations as established by the APTA in the Value Based Behavior
for the Physical Therapist Assistant (January 2011)
Graduates will participate as an effective member of the health care team and educate the healthcare
community on the respective roles of the PT and PTA.
Graduates will show a personal commitment of health and wellness and dedication to service to the
profession of physical therapy and the community.

Value Based Behaviors for the PTA
The Values-Based Behaviors (VBB) is a concise document that describes those values that most significantly influence PTAs
providing patient/client care as a member of the physical therapy team. The Values-Based Behaviors were developed in
2010 by the Advisory Panel of PTAs, reviewed and adapted by numerous stakeholder groups, and approved by APTA’s
Board of Directors in January 2011. The FVCC PTA program has students reflect on these values throughout the program.










Altruism: Altruism is the primary regard for or devotion to the interests of the patient/client assuming
responsibility of placing the needs of the patient/client ahead of the PTA’s self- interest.
Caring and Compassion: Compassion is the desire to identify with or sense something of another’s
experience; a precursor of caring. Caring is the concern, empathy, and consideration for the needs and values
of others.
Continuing Competence: Continuing competence is the lifelong process of maintaining and documenting
competence through ongoing self‐assessment, development, and implementation of a personal learning
plan, and subsequent reassessment.
Duty: Duty is the commitment to meeting one’s obligations to provide effective physical therapy services to
individual patients/clients, to serve the profession, and to positively influence the health of society.
Integrity: Integrity is the steadfast adherence to high ethical principles or standards; truthfulness, fairness,
doing what you say you will do, and “speaking forth” about why you do what you do.
PT/PTA Collaboration: The PT/PTA team works together, within each partner’s respective role, to achieve
optimal patient/client care and to enhance the overall delivery of physical therapy services.
Responsibility: Responsibility is the active acceptance of the roles, obligations, and actions of the PTA,
including behaviors that positively influence patient/client outcomes, the profession, and the health needs of
society.
Social Responsibility: Social responsibility is the promotion of a mutual trust between the PTA, as a member
of the profession, and the larger public that necessitates responding to societal needs for health and
wellness.
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Essential Performance Functions for a PTA
There are several important factors for you to consider when you are determining your future career directions. To
be successful in the PTA classroom and in your job following graduation, you should be able to meet all of the
following expectations:
 Attend class approximately 30-40 hours per week, including lecture, lab, and clinic, M – F, 8 – 5;
 Complete all assignments on time;
 Participate in classroom discussions;
 Perform or instruct others in the following procedures (learned in class) in a timely manner: transfers, gait
training, physical agents, and activities of daily living, therapeutic exercises or activities and data collection;
 Use sound judgment and safety precautions; exposure to blood-borne pathogens and/or infectious disease
may occur as part of the educational experience. Students are trained in safety/infection control and are
expected to follow these guidelines to avoid contracting or transmitting disease;
 Meet class standards for successful course completion;
 Use critical thinking when making decisions in lecture, lab, and clinic;
 Follow standards stated in PTA Student Handbook;
 Address problems or questions to the appropriate person at the appropriate time;
 Maintain classroom work area, equipment, supplies, personal appearance and hygiene conducive to
classroom, lab, or clinic setting as appropriate;
 Behave in a competent, professional manner;
 Travel to various locations required for internships, one of which may be outside of the Flathead valley.

Physical requirements for the PTA Program include the need to occasionally,
frequently, or continually



















Sit 1-4 hours per day with lecture blocks up to 3 hours;
Stand 1-6 hours with lab time blocks up to 3 hours;
Walk/travel to/from class/internships;
Lift up to 50 pounds;
Push/pull up to 50 pounds of force exerted at waist level;
Squat or stoop;
Use auditory, tactile, and visual senses to assess physiological status of an individual;
Demonstrate good standing and unsupported sitting balance;
Demonstrate good finger dexterity;
Coordinate verbal and manual instructions;
Communicate effectively with a variety of people through written and verbal methods;
Use hands repetitively;
Shift weight in sitting or standing;
Use a firm grasp;
Reach above shoulder level;
Kneel, kneel-stand, and half kneel;
Use equipment that emits electrical, ultrasonic, and thermal energy;
Physically move and transfer patients.

Disability Statement:
Upon admission, a candidate who requests accommodations due to a disability may be asked to provide documentation of
his or her disability for the purpose of determining appropriate and reasonable accommodations. To continue in the
curriculum, the candidate must be able to perform all of the essential functions. Request for accommodations should be
directed to: Disabled Student Services Office (406) 756-3881
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FVCC Physical Therapist Assistant, AAS
Year One Required Prerequisite Courses
Course Name
Medical Terminology
College Writing
College Math for Healthcare OR
Math >100 level (*must be signed off with Advisor)
Human Anatomy & Physiology I
Human Anatomy & Physiology II
Interpersonal Communications
OR
Public Speaking
Developmental Psychology (will accept PSYX 100 as
substitute)
Introduction to Physical Therapist Assisting
(Spring Semester only)

Course Number
AHMS 144
WRIT 101W
M 140
M 115
M 121
BIOH 201NL
BIOH 211NL
COMX 115
COMX 111
PSYX 230

Credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits

AHPT 105

3 credits

PREREQUISITE TOTAL

4 credits
4 credits
3 credits
3 credits

26 credits

*SPRING: Complete Application for PTA Program

Year Two Technical Courses after Acceptance in PTA Program
Course Name
Fall Semester
Physical Therapist Assisting I
Anatomy & Kinesiology for the PTA
Pathophysiology for the PTA
Therapeutic Exercise for the PTA
Clinical Experience I
(4 week)

Course Number

Credits

AHPT 101
AHPT 205
AHPT 206
AHPT 218
AHPT 210

5 credits
6 credits
3 credits
2 credits
3 credits
19 credits

Interim Session
Special Topics for the PTA

AHPT 280

1 credit

Spring Semester
Physical Therapist Assisting II
Neurorehabilitation for the PTA
Introduction to Orthopedics
Clinical experience II
(6 week)

AHPT 201
AHPT 213
AHPT 215
AHPT 220

5 credits
6 credits
4 credits
4 credits
20 credits

Summer Semester
Clinical Experience III (6 week)
Seminar and Project in PTA

AHPT 295
AHPT 225

4 credits
3 credits
7 credits
46 credits
26 credits
72 credits

TECHNICAL PROGRAM TOTAL
+ PREREQUISITE TOTAL
COMPLETED AAS DEGREE TOTAL
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Program Application Deadline
Applications may be obtained via the FVCC PTA website, picked up in the Admissions Office or in PTA Program
Directors office, BC 123C beginning February 2022 and must be returned no later than May 20th 2022. Once
applicants have met all the program criteria, selected students will be interviewed by PTA faculty, objectively
assessed on rubric then notified of their admission status into the PTA Program by mid-June 2022.

Class Schedule
PTA course work is offered days only. Students should be available M-F from 8:00 - 5:00.

Clinical Experiences
FVCC PTA students will attend three clinical experiences (one 4-week experience and two 6-week experiences)
over the course of the program. Clinical experiences occur at the end of fall semester, at the end of spring
semester, and during fall semester. During clinical experiences, students are expected to work the schedule of
their clinical instructor which could vary according to patient care needs. Weekend work may be necessary
during a student’s clinical experience. All clinical experiences are full time (40 hours per week). Although many
clinical sites are local (within a 90-mile radius of FVCC), there are not enough of these facilities available during
each full-time clinical experience period to accommodate all students. This may be due to the size of the class,
competition for sites with other PT and PTA programs, and/or due to unexpected staffing changes that occur at
the facilities. Therefore, all students entering the PTA program should expect to attend 2 of the 3 clinical
experiences at a clinical site that is considered to be “distant.” A distant site is defined as a site that is beyond
a radius of 90 miles from FVCC. This may include out-of-state clinical sites. NOTE: Sites in Eureka, Polson, Ronan,
and Libby are considered to be local, or within commuting distance. Costs for travel to and from the clinical site,
room and board, and any other clinical costs are the responsibility of the student.
We are committed to supporting students while they work to complete their health sciences education during
this complex time of a pandemic. FVCC is unable to guarantee students' access to clinical sites based on
personal preferences, including vaccination status. Students who cannot complete clinical hours due to a clinical
sites specific vaccine compliance requirement will not be dismissed from the FVCC programs due to their
vaccination status. A temporary Incomplete (I) grade may be issued as Program Directors attempt to find
alternative opportunities to complete those clinical hours before the beginning of the following semester.

Enrollment
Maximum of twelve (12) students accepted each year with two (2) put on a wait list if qualified. * NOTE: due to
COVID, cohort size may be less due to difficulty with clinical availability.

Degree Awarded
Associate of Applied Science (AAS) Physical Therapist Assistant
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Program Cost
Costs are subject to change. Costs listed are estimates only. Costs include specific technical courses and
requirements after formal acceptance into the PTA program. It does not include costs associated with obtaining
courses equivalent to high school physics, chemistry, computer literacy, any repetition of courses, or any
courses needed to build-up skills in Math and English so the student can take the required courses in these two
subjects. Appropriate attire, transportation costs, room and board, relocation costs to the Flathead Valley for
class work and other locations for clinical experiences including room and board, immunizations, and the
National PTA Board exam fee (NPTE) are not included in the below costs. There may be other costs not included
in this list.

PTA Program Expenses:
(All costs based on in district, do not contain moving expenses and are approximate and subject to change)

Tuition: Technical Education
Institution Fees
Books: estimate
Immunization
Background Check/Drug Screen
Application Fee
Program Fee (covers lab and program fees for the year)
Original License Fee to the MT Board of PT Examiners
National PTA Licensing Test Fee for Fixed Date Testing
Prometric Fee to sit for the NPTE Exam

$7000.00
$1800.00
$1,000.00
$ 250.00
$ 100.00
$ 20.00
$ 900.00
Fees Associated
Licensure: It is the responsib
$ with
100.00
of the student/learner
to request a licensure appli
$ 485.00
from that state’s
State Board of Physical Therapy
$ 100.00
Examiners. There
are different types of fees associ
$11755.00
with licensure, taking the licensure examination, a
registration
of theshould
licensebe
itself.
Completion of a degree in PTA is costly. In addition to tuition and fees,
PTA students
aware that
As previously stated, these fees are subject to change. This is
the student should also plan for a number of out-of-pocket expenses related to health insurance,
estimate. FVCC not responsible for the changes that occur in th
vaccinations, travel to clinical sites, and other costs related to course/program
fees for adviso
amounts that requirements.
have been stated.Program
They are provided
cover costs such as durable lab items, Clinical Performance Instrument
Fees,only.
Scorebuilders and PEAT PTA
purposes
Licensing Preparation Test and Course, as well as miscellaneous clinical/program/lab fees.

Financial Aid

License
Fee to the
ofrefer
Montana
Information on student scholarships and financial aid is provided byOriginal
the Office
of Financial
Aid.State
Please
to Boar
PT
the FVCC College Catalog for complete information online at www.fvcc.edu.
Licensure
FVCC Financial Aid Office
$100.00
777 Grandview Dr.
This fee represents amounts for Montana. If a graduate decid
Kalispell, MT 59901
apply for licensure in another state, the fees may vary. Furth
(406) 756-3849
information is available through the Federation of State Boar
Fax: (406) 756-3966
Physical Therapy (FSBPT) who may be contacted via their we
www.fsbpt.org

National PTA Licensing Test Fee for Fixed Date
Testing
$370.00
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Prior to Applying for the Physical Therapist Assistant Program:
1. Obtain the most current information and application packet for the Physical Therapist Assistant Program either
from the FVCC website, Program Director’s office or from the FVCC Admissions and Records Office. Please be
sure to use the most current application as updates are made for each year.
2. Review the application requirements for the Physical Therapist Assistant Program.
3. Compile all of the requested material
4. Organize your application in a way that allows for easy identification and review of content (separate tabs
and/or table of contents are both very helpful for ease of content review)
5. Prepare payment to FVCC for the $20 application fee and provide receipt of payment obtained from
FVCC business office.
6. DO NOT rush the application process. Make sure all requested material is present. Your application can be
denied if incomplete.
7. QUESTIONS: If you have any questions regarding the PTA Admission process or forms, please contact the PTA
Program Director, Janice Heil, PT, MAPT at (406)-756-3373 or jheil@fvcc.edu
8. MAKE COPIES of any documents or materials submitted. Application contents will remain property of the
FVCC PTA program and copies will not be provided.

Admission Guidelines/Criteria
To be considered for acceptance into the Physical Therapist Assistant Program, the student must have:













Physical Therapist Assistant applicants must complete the FVCC Application for Admission (degree seeking)
and follow the steps for enrolling at Flathead Valley Community College and have all records on file.
Admission to Flathead Valley Community College does not guarantee acceptance into the Physical Therapist
Assistant Program. Students entering Flathead Valley Community College with the intent to become a PTA
may declare an Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in PTA upon admission, but are not accepted into the PTA
Program until after a formal application, interview and selection process occurs in May.
Completion of all required prerequisite courses listed on page 8 within fifteen (15) years of application with
exception of Human Anatomy & Physiology I & II which must be within five (5) years of admission date unless
approved by the program director;
Students may be asked to take a test such as the Test of Essential Academic Skills (TEAS) or Health Education
Systems, Inc. (HESI) prior to acceptance based on prerequisite performance per program director request;
Up to 3 prerequisite course credits excluding Anatomy and Physiology I and II may be accepted after the May
admissions deadline with expectation that applicant will complete the prerequisite course credits during the
summer semester prior to the fall PTA program start date pending approval from the program director;
Students need to earn a selective GPA of 2.75 or higher on PTA pre-requisite classes and earn a grade of C
(2.0) or higher in all PTA pre-requisite classes;
Credits are accepted for prerequisites only if a letter grade appears on the official college transcript.
If a college grade is not assigned to the course, the course needs to be completed or equated to complete the
prerequisite unless otherwise approved by the program director (e.g. AP courses);
Prerequisite courses will only be accepted from an Institution that has been accredited;
For students who have taken a higher level course than the pre-requisite course requirement, he/she may
utilize the grade for that course for calculating their prerequisite GPA if the grade is higher than that of the
required course and approved by the Program Director;
For students who have taken prerequisite courses more than one time, the highest grade will be used for
GPA calculation;
The FVCC PTA program assumes that students applying for the program have had experience with basic
computer skills and keyboarding and have access to a computer and WIFI. Students are responsible for
obtaining these skills independently if they do not meet this technical requirement.
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Immunizations Required:
1. Hepatitis B series with antibody titer results (you must show proof that you have at least started the
series)
2. Proof of two doses of measles, mumps, rubella (MMR) immunization, or lab titer for each
3. Proof of chicken pox immunity by statement verifying year and age that student had chickenpox, or
vaccination dates, or lab titer
4. Proof of one dose of Tdap: Tetanus/ pertussis (whooping cough) vaccination as an adult.
Applicants are no longer required to have their CPR completed before the application, this requirement will
be verified or completed upon acceptance and admittance into the PTA program;
An objective Application Rubric will be used to determine final placement in the program will include:
completed application form, GPA, essay, observation hours, health care related job verification, interview
performance, recommendation forms and prior education, etc.;
Completed Observation Verification Form/s (minimum of 30 hours in 3 different sites of which 10 hours are in
an inpatient therapy setting); * Exception; due to restrictions related to COVID 19, some inpatient sites may
not allow student observations. If this is the case, the inpatient observation hour may be waived. During
the face to face interview you will be asked about your exposure to the different environments of PT
specifically the inpatient clinical environment, if you have not had the opportunity to do inpatient
observation hours, it is required that you do online research regarding the different settings including the
inpatient environment and delivery methods of physical therapy via www.APTA.org and other sources.
Please contact the program director at jheil@fvcc.edu with any questions;
Completed sealed Professional Recommendation forms (2);
Completed healthcare/customer service work history (If applicable);
Completed Autobiographical Essay (see details);
Any discrepancies in application criteria must be discussed and approved by the Program Director prior to
assumption of meeting admission criteria;
The number of students accepted into the Physical Therapist Assistant Program is limited to twelve (12)
students with two (2) on the waiting list (*pending Clinical Availability);
If the number of qualified applicants exceeds available spaces, not all qualified applicants are accepted and
only qualified applicants will be accepted if the number of applicants is less than the cohort limit;
A tie will be broken down by combined rubric score of selective GPA and interview total followed by
combined Anatomy and Physiology I and II GPA.

After Preliminary Acceptance into the PTA Program:





Once preliminarily admitted into the PTA program, students must provide proof of current personal health
insurance policy prior to beginning the clinical portion of the program (November – August).
Students will be required to have a completed criminal background check and drug screen once they have
been officially notified of preliminary acceptance into the program. This must be completed PRIOR to the
date provided in acceptance letter through Castlebranch. If student fails drug screen or if a discrepancy
exists, it may jeopardize the ability of the student to be placed at a clinical site. It is the student’s
responsibility to make an appointment with the Program Director to discuss available options.
Further information will also be provided to the student regarding mandatory requirement for Influenza
Vaccination prior to beginning the fall clinical as well as other immunization requirements including 2-step
TB testing.
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COVID Vaccine Statement for FVCC PTA Students:




COVID Vaccine Requirements: Flathead Valley Community College does not mandate the COVID Vaccine, but
students in a health profession program are recommended to have the vaccine. Please be advised, while the
college will make a reasonable effort to place students in a clinical facility; clinical placement cannot be
guaranteed in an un-immunized status. If the college cannot secure a clinical placement due to your unimmunized status, you will be unable to complete the program's clinical requirement. Thus, you will be
unable to progress and will be unable to complete requirements for graduation. This is subject to change
based on State and Federal laws and regulations;
COVID Vaccine Medical/Religious Exemption: Students who cannot be vaccinated for COVID-19 because of a
medical reason or religious belief will need to request exemption from clinical sites that require COVID
Vaccine. Exemptions or reasonable accommodations are not guaranteed. For religious exemption, students
must submit request for exemption to the clinical site. If the college cannot secure a clinical placement due to
exemptions not being accepted, you will be unable to complete the program's clinical requirement. Thus, you
will be unable to progress and will be unable to complete requirements for graduation. This is subject to
change based on State and Federal laws and regulations;
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FVCC PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
PROGRAM APPLICATION STEPS
REQUIRED APPLICATION MATERIALS:
1. Application Form: A completed Physical Therapist Assistant application form (pg. 13) with your signature.
2. Autobiographical Essay - Submissions must be in a word-processed/typed format no more than 3 pages long,
double spaced, no smaller than 11-point font. Applicants will be graded upon the following content areas:
a. Interests/goals in pursuing a career as a physical therapist assistant,
b. Personal Experience in any health care field or in your life which directly relates to your knowledge of PT
and interest in physical therapy
c. Knowledge of variety environments in which a PTA can work (visit www.APTA.org to research)
d. Personal strengths which will allow you to function effectively as a PTA
e. Structure - spelling, grammar, punctuation & outline
f. Composition - theme, thought process, & expression
3. Transcripts and evaluation of transfer courses: Include copies of transcripts from all other colleges or universities
that you have attended and are requesting to consideration for transfer of credit. If the official transcripts are on
file with the FVCC Admissions office, you may include copies obtained through the student portal. Request
official transcripts early as this can take time. Official transcripts must be on file in the FVCC Admissions office for
transfer of credit to be considered. NOTE: Please do not include official transcripts in PTA Program application
unless you are 100% sure that official transcripts have also been sent to the FVCC Admissions office.
4. Observation Verification Form: Please include documentation of at least 30 hours of volunteer/observation
experiences in a minimum of 3 different clinical sites. A minimum of 10 hours need to be in an inpatient setting
(acute, rehab, long term care or sub-acute). Forms can be printed off via FVCC PTA Website. *Due to restrictions
related to COVID 19, the observation hours in the inpatient environment may be waived. During the face to
face interview you will be asked about your exposure to the different environments of PT, if you have not had
the opportunity to do inpatient observation hours, it is required that you do online research regarding the
different settings and delivery methods of physical therapy via www.APTA.org and other sources. Please
contact the program director at jheil@fvcc.edu with any questions. The Rubric will reflect this flexibility.
5. Work Experience Form: Please document your work experience on the form in this packet (pg.14). It should
include all health care experience. All health care experience is considered and is important in the selection
process.
6. Proof of Education Degree or Certification, copies will be accepted.
7. Professional recommendation forms (2) sealed/signed in envelope. If unsealed or unsigned, they will not be
accepted. NOTE: These are confidential and will not be shared with the applicant.
8. Proof of required Immunizations (CPR and Proof of Health Insurance are not mandatory for preliminary
application but are required for formal acceptance and will be obtained once on campus).
9. Completed Official Selective Prerequisite GPA calculations form (pg. 17). This is checked for accuracy. If you are
completing classes for spring semester, please leave course grade blank and divide by the appropriate number of
credits completed. Students may take up to 3 prerequisite course credits after application deadline in summer
prior to fall 2022 start date upon approval of program director. (official transcripts are required after completion)
10. Completed applications should be well organized to ease review, i.e. organized in folder or 3 ring binder with
table of contents, tabs, organizational materials, etc.
11. Completed application and requested materials must post-marked or received by Friday, May 20th by 4:00 pm.
NO LATE APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED unless number of qualified applicants are not met by deadline.
12. Applications must be mailed or hand delivered to the FVCC Admission and Records Office NOT to the FVCC PTA
program director. Please mail early to allow maximum opportunity for delivery before the deadline.
13. Please note that all applications will be date stamped upon receipt. Contact information will be entered into the
tracking system. It is the individual’s responsibility to contact the PTA Program Director with changes in address
or phone number.
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FVCC Physical Therapist Assistant Application 2022
Please carefully read the application and review it for completeness before signing. Please return completed and
signed application (pages 12 – 16) and all requested materials noted on page 13 in an organized folder/binder to
the following address:
FVCC Admissions Office/PTA Program
777 Grandview Drive
Kalispell, MT 59901

AN INCOMPLETE AND/OR UNSIGNED APPLICATION WILL NOT BE PROCESSED.
Please Print
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Last Name
First Name
MI
DOB
Student ID #
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address **Notification of acceptance/non-acceptance/wait list will be sent to this address**
_______________________________________________________________________________________
City State Zip
Telephone Number
Email
*PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION AND PLEASE INITIAL EACH ITEM ON LINE
PROVIDED AND SIGN YOUR NAME CONFIRMING AGREEMENT
______I understand that I must submit with this application:
 Proof of Hepatitis B Series including antibody titer results. (you must show proof that you have at least
started the series)
 Proof of two doses of measles, mumps, rubella (MMR) immunization, or lab titer for each; either
by dates of two vaccinations after your first birthday, a physician diagnosis of disease history or laboratory
verification of positive antibody titer, (need only one of these methods of verification).
 Proof of chicken pox immunity by statement verifying year and age that student had chickenpox,
or vaccination dates, or lab titer from (need only one of these methods of verification).
 Proof of one dose of Tdap: Tetanus/ pertussis (whooping cough) vaccination as an adult.
 NOTE: Failure to complete or remain up-to-date on immunizations, drug screen, background
check, and CPR can result in inability to attend clinical experiences due to facility requirements
These items, if accepted into the FVCC PTA Program will be uploaded to Castlebranch after acceptance.
______I understand that I will be notified in writing after June 12th whether or not I have received placement in the
PTA Program for Fall Semester 2022. Students will need to respond to the FVCC PTA Program Director
jheil@fvcc.edu in writing of their choice (email is preferred) to accept or decline admission into the PTA
program. Students who are put on the waiting list will be offered a placement assignment if and only if an
opening occurs. The wait list is maintained only until the first week of Fall Semester 2022. Students who are
not accepted may reapply for placement into a following year program during the open application process.
______I understand that all placements in the Flathead Valley Community College PTA Program are dependent upon
sufficient financial, faculty and clinical resources.
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Please list college/universities you have attended:
Name of Institution
Dates of Attendance (month/year)

Degrees earned (if applicable)

_______

_____I have submitted transcripts from all colleges/universities listed above.
If official copies of transcripts are on file in the FVCC Admission Office, photocopies are acceptable to include
with this application. (These are available to download and print from your student portal.)
_____I have evaluated my transcript(s) and academic standing and I am confident that I can complete or have
completed, with a grade of “C” or higher, all of the required prerequisite courses for the Physical Therapist
Program placement by the end of Spring Semester 2022 or up to 3 prerequisite course credits approved by
program director by Summer Semester 2022. My selective GPA in these courses is at least 2.75 (on 4.0 scale).
_____I have provided proof of degrees earned, professional certifications if applicable such as Certified Nursing
Assistant (C.N.A), Licensed Massage Therapist, Personal Trainer, etc. Professional certifications will need to be
approved by the program director as related to the health profession prior to submission.
_____I have included the completed Selective Prerequisite GPA worksheet. (p. 17)
_____I have included my completed Observation Verification Form (See Website for Copies)
_____I have included my completed Work Experience and Verification Form (p. 15, if applicable)
_____I have included my Autobiographical Essay (no more than three-page double spaced, minimum of 11- point
font)
_____I have included my two Professional Recommendation forms, which are unopened, sealed in a standard lettersize envelope, and signed across the seal by the person who completed the recommendation form.
_____I understand that upon withdrawal from the program for any reason, re-entry into the program is not
guaranteed.
_____I understand that depending on clinical availability, I may be assigned to clinical experiences outside of the
Flathead Valley and that I will be responsible for associated costs.
_____I understand that my final admission to the program is contingent upon transcript verification, completing a
criminal background check, drug screen, providing documentation of a current TB skin test and all
immunizations and proof of current personal health insurance prior to clinical experience.
_____I have signed the application and included the $20.00 non-refundable processing fee in form of check or money
order written to FVCC and provided receipt of payment from the FVCC Business Office.
_____I have retained a copy of this application for my records (it is my responsibility to make my own copies of
contents and I understand that my application and its contents are property of FVCC PTA program).
_____I have signed the Essential Functions Verifications Form (p. 16)
_____By signing below, I certify that all information is true and verifiable. I understand that any misrepresentation of
information or failure to disclose information on this application may disqualify my application for the PTA
program.
Student Signature

Date

Printed Name of Applicant
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WORK EXPERIENCE VERIFICATIONS FORM
LIST PLACES OF EMPLOYMENT MOST RECENT TO LEAST RECENT:

Facility Name:

Phone:

Address:

(

)

Supervisor:

Job Title:

Responsibilities:

From: (Mo/Yr)

To:

Facility Name:

Phone:

Address:

(

)

Supervisor:

Job Title:

Responsibilities:

From: (Mo/Yr)

To:

Facility Name:

Phone:

Address:

(

)

Supervisor:

Job Title:

Responsibilities:

From: (Mo/Yr)

To:
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Flathead Valley Community College
Physical Therapist Assistant Program
Essential Functions Verification Signature Form
The Essential Function Verification signature form will need to be completed before program entry. (Refer to page 6
for Essential Functions)
 Yes  No I have read and I understand the Essential Functions (p. 5) relative to the Flathead Valley Community
College (FVCC) Physical Therapist Assistant Program.
 Yes  No I am able to meet the Physical Requirements of the FVCC PTA Program as specified and do not
require any reasonable accommodation to meet these requirements at this time.
If you answered No to the question above:
 I require the following reasonable accommodation(s) to meet the Physical Requirement standard as specified:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Student Signature

Date

Printed Name of Applicant
Accommodations for persons with disabilities can be provided upon request by calling the Disabled Student Services
Office, at (406) 756-3881. Any qualified student with a disability who believes that an auxiliary aid is necessary for
participation in any course activity or degree program is strongly urged to indicate a need for services to the
Advocate for Students with Disabilities a minimum of six weeks prior to the beginning of the academic semester. This
will provide sufficient time to assess student need and obtain any necessary auxiliary aid. For more information,
please call (406) 756-3881 (voice or TTY).
Flathead Valley Community College does not discriminate based on race, color, national origin, sex,
age or handicap in admission or access to, or treatment or employment in its educational programs or
activities. See Mont. Code Ann. § 49-2-307
Inquiries concerning Title VI, Title IX and Section 504 may be referred to: Disability Coordinator, Tracy Sullivan, at
756-3376 or tsullivan@fvcc.edu.; or the Montana Human Rights Commission, 1236 Sixth Avenue, P.O. Box 1728,
Helena, MT 59624, (406) 444-2884/1-800-542-0807
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OFFICIAL GPA Calculation Worksheet
Must be included with your other Application Material
Please fill in the information requested below and calculate your own Selective GPA.
*If you are currently enrolled in pre-requisite courses listed below, simply indicate the semester you are taking the
course and do not fill in a grade. If you are substituting a course that has different credits, please identify the correct
number of credits.
Instructions for calculating selective GPA:
1. Insert grade earned for classes taken and date taken through spring 2022.
2. If another course has been preapproved by the program director, please write the name of the course
3. Enter points based on grade as follows: A = 4; A– = 3.7; B+ = 3.3; B = 3; B– = 2.7; C+ = 2.3; C = 2
4. Multiply points by credits for each class and enter in last column.
5. Total number of credits completed.
6. Total last column.
7. Divide last column by total credits to find GPA.
Course

Name

M 140

College Math for Healthcare OR
approved Math > 100 level (approved by
program director)

3

WRIT 101

College Writing

3

PSYX 100 or
PSYX 230

Developmental Psychology OR
Introduction to Psychology will also be
accepted
Interpersonal Communication OR
Public Speaking

3

BIOL
201 NL

Human Anatomy and Physiology I

4

BIOL
211 NL

Human Anatomy and Physiology II

4

AHMS 144

Medical Terminology

3

AHPT 105

Intro To Physical Therapist Assisting

3

COMX 115 or
COMX 111

Semester/
Year

Grade
Received

Points

Credits

Points x
Credits

3

TOTAL
GPA (Total Points / Total Credits)
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Selective GPA Calculation Worksheet EXAMPLE #1
Please fill in the information requested below and calculate your own Selective GPA.
*If you are currently enrolled in pre-requisite courses listed below, simply indicate the semester you are taking the
course and do not fill in a grade. If you are substituting a course that has different credits, please identify the correct
number of credits.
Instructions for calculating selective GPA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Insert grade earned for classes taken through summer 2022.
If another course has been preapproved by the program director, please write the name of the course.
Enter points based on grade as follows: A = 4; A– = 3.7; B+ = 3.3; B = 3; B– = 2.7; C+ = 2.3; C = 2.
Multiply points by credits for each class and enter in last column.
Total number of credits completed.
Total last column.
Divide last column by total credits to find GPA.

***EXAMPLE
Course
Name
MATH 140

WRIT 101

# 1***

College Math for Healthcare or approved
Math > 100 (approved by program director)
M 141 Calculus (approved by Jheil 2/21)
College Writing

Grade

Points

Credits

Points x
Credits

A

4

3 4

B
A

3
4

3
4

3x3=9

4 x 4 = 16

4 x 4 = 16

PSYX 230

Developmental Psychology OR
Introduction to Psych (approved JH 3/4/21)

COMX 115
COMX 111

Interpersonal Communication OR
Public Speaking

B+

3.3

3

3.3 x 3 = 9.9

BIOL
201 NL

Human Anatomy and Physiology I

A-

3.7

4

3.7 x 4 =
14.8

BIOL
211 NL
AHMS 144

Human Anatomy and Physiology II

SPRING
2022

TBA TBA

TBA

Medical Terminology

A

4

3

4 x 3 = 12

AHPT 105

Introduction To Physical Therapist Assisting

A

4

3

4 x 3 = 12

TOTAL

24

GPA (Total Points/ Total Credits)

89.7/24 3.74

89.7
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Selective GPA Calculation Worksheet EXAMPLE #2
Please fill in the information requested below and calculate your own Selective GPA.
*If you are currently enrolled in pre-requisite courses listed below, simply indicate the semester you are taking the
course and do not fill in a grade. If you are substituting a course that has different credits, please identify the correct
number of credits.
Instructions for calculating selective GPA:
1. Insert grade earned for classes taken through spring 2022.
2. Enter points based on grade as follows: A = 4; A– = 3.7; B+ = 3.3; B = 3; B– = 2.7; C+ = 2.3; C = 2
3. Multiply points by credits for each class and enter in last column.
4. Total number of credits completed.
5. Total last column.
6. Divide last column by total credits to find GPA.

Course

***EXAMPLE
Name

MATH 140
WRIT 101

# 2***

College Math for Healthcare or approved
Math > 100 (approved by program director)
College Writing

Grade

Points

Credits

Points x
Credits

A

4

3

B
A

3
4

3
3

3x3=9

4 x 3 = 12

4 x 3 = 12

PSYX 100

Developmental Psychology OR
Introduction to Psychology

COMX 115
COMX 111

Interpersonal Communication OR
Public Speaking

B+

3.3

3

3.3 x 3 = 9.9

BIOL
201 NL

Human Anatomy and Physiology I

B

3

4

3 x 4 = 12

BIOL
211 NL
AHMS 144

Human Anatomy and Physiology II

A-

3.7

4

3.7 x 4 = 14.8

Medical Terminology

A

4

3

4 x 3 = 12

AHPT 105

Introduction To Physical Therapist
Assisting

A

4

3

4 x 3 = 12

TOTAL

26

93.7

GPA (Total Points/ Total Credits)

93.7/26 3.60
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Categories

Application
Contents
Autobiographical Essay:
Content Specifically
Addresses: 1. Interests/goals
in pursuing a career as a PTA,
2. Personal Experience in any
health care field or in your life
which directly relates to your
knowledge of PT and interest
in physical therapy. 3.
Knowledge of variety
environments in which a PTA
can work (visit www.APTA.org
to research) 4. Personal
strengths which will allow you
to function effectively as a PTA

Interview - Candidate is
observed upon
interpersonal
communication skills,
knowledge and
commitment to the PTA
field; Professionalism and
Self-Confidence
Observation Hours – min
of 30 hours, recommended
min of 10 hours inpatient,
3 different clinical sites
Professional
Recommendation
forms (2) received in
sealed/signed envelope
GPA in Selective PTA
prerequisites
(see form on p. 16)
GPA in Human A & P
I and II
Previous Degrees or Health
related Certifications
(C.N.A., LMT, CPT,
Personal Trainer, etc.)

Work Experience in
Healthcare Field or
Customer Service Field

Applied to FVCC PTA
Program within last 2
years

2022 FVCC PTA PROGRAM APPLICATION RUBRIC

Score

Completed fully and
on time, organized
and easy to process
including tabs and
dividers

Completed fully and
on time, content
present but not as
well organized.

Submitted on time but
content not complete.
Average organization
that required frequent
verifications of content.

Submitted on time and
not complete with poor
organization or
submitted late and
complete.

Not submitted on time,
application not complete,
errors in calculations of
GPA, etc.
(0 - 2 points)

(10 points)
Excellent
Good Structure (no
spelling or grammar
errors);
Composition (well
thought out and
good expression);
Content (addressed
all 4 areas
thoroughly)

(8 points)
Average
Average Structure (1-2
grammar or spelling
errors); Addresses 3 of
the 4 content
components; essay is
clear in most
paragraphs, but has
minor flow or
organizational issues.

(6 points)
Below Average
Less than Average
Structure (3-4 grammar
or spelling errors);
Addresses 2 out of the 4
content components;
Essay is confusing or
disjointed.

(4 points)
Poor Informally written No Essay Submitted,
note or in letter format, more than 10 errors in
Addresses content areas spelling and grammar
but with minimal depth
or addresses none of
the content
components, multiple
grammar or spelling
errors; Essay lacks
discernible organization

(36 - 40 points)

(26 – 35 points)

(16 – 25 points)

Excellent
interpersonal
communication
skills,
professionalism in
behavior and dress,
self- confidence,
knowledge and
commitment to the
PTA field, highly
ranked by panel.
(41 – 50 points)
10 - 30 hours;
minimum hours
met by application
deadline
(20 points)
2 excellent
recommendations

Above average
interpersonal
communication skills,
professionalism in
behavior and dress,
self- confidence,
knowledge and
commitment to the
PTA field, moderately
high ranking by panel.

Average interpersonal
communication skills,
professionalism in
behavior and dress, selfconfidence, knowledge
and commitment to the
PTA field, average
ranking by panel

Below average
interpersonal
communication skills,
professionalism in
behavior and dress, selfconfidence, knowledge
and commitment to the
PTA field, below
average ranking by
panel

(26 – 40 points)
5-10 hours; minimum
hours met by
application deadline

(16 – 25 points)
3 – 5 hours;
met by application
deadline

(6– 15 points)
NA

(15 points)
2 above average
recommendations

(10 points)
2 average
recommendations

2 below average
recommendations

Unsealed/unsigned,
poor, not included

(20 points)

(15 points)

(10 points)

(5 points)

(0 points)

Range 3.5 - 4.0

Range 3.25-3.49

Range 3.0-3.24

Range 2.75 - 2.99

Less than 2.75

(40 - 50 points)

(30 - 39 points)

(20 - 29 points)

(10 – 19 points)

(0 - 9 points)

Max 50
pts

Range 3.5 - 4.0
(40-50 points)

Range 3.25-3.49
(30-39 points)

Range 3.0-3.24
(20 - 29 points)

Range 2.75 - 2.99
(10-19 points)

Less than 2.75
(0 - 9 points)

Max 50
pts

Bachelors (BA or
BS), Master's
Degree (MA or MS)
or higher

Associate of Applied
Science (AAS) in
Health Care Related
Field

Associate of Arts (AA) or
Associate of Science (AS)
in Non-Health Care
Related Field

Health Related
Certification including
paid experience (C.N.A.,
CPT, LMT, etc.)

C.N.A, CPT, LMT without
paid experience or High
School Degree Graduate
with proof of graduation
with Honors

(30 points)
Paid experience in
health care setting
greater than 12
months in last 5
years

(25 points)
Paid experience in
health care setting; 612 months in last 5
years

(20 points)
Paid experience in health
care setting; < 6 months
in last 5 years or paid
experience in Customer
Service Field greater than
12 months in last 2 years.

(10 points)
No experience

(30 points)
Yes, met all
requirements,
placed on waiting
list or was accepted
(10 points)

(20 points)
Yes, met all
requirements but not
placed on waiting list

(10 points)
Yes, but application not
complete upon review
and withdrawn

(15 points)
Paid experience in
health care setting, but
none in last 5 years or
paid experience in
Customer Service Field
greater than 12 months
in the last 5 years.
(5 points)
No

(5 points)

(2 points)

Max 10
pts

Max 40
pts

(10- 15 points)
(0 points)
Not Acceptable
Poor
interpersonal skills,
behavior,
professionalism,
inappropriate dress, poor
attitude and selfconfidence, poor
knowledge and
commitment to PTA field.
Ranked poorly by panel
(0 –5 points)

Max 50
pts

NA
Max 20
pts

Max 20
pts

Max 30
pts

Max 30
pts

(0 points)
NA
Max 10
pts

(0 points)

(0 points)
TOTAL

/310pts
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FVCC PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT PROGRAM APPLICANT
PROFESSIONAL RECOMMENDATION FORM
Applicant Name:
1. How long have you known the applicant?
 Less than 30 hours of observation experience
 Less than 6 months
 6 months to 1 year

 1 - 3 years
 3 – 5 years
 Greater than 5 years

2. In what capacity have you been able to observe the applicant’s attitude and personal behaviors?
 As a student
 Through physical therapy observation hours
 As an employee
 Other, please specify
3. Based on your knowledge of applicant, using the following rating scale, please rate the applicant regarding:
4 – Outstanding 3 – Good 2 - Average 1 – Below Average 0 – NA or Unable to comment
Demonstration of ethical and professional behaviors and/or demeanor
Ability to manage stress
Acceptance of constructive criticism
Personal hygiene & attire appropriate to situation
Maturity
Relationships, communication and interpersonal skills
Motivation and enthusiasm
Problem Solving
Sense of Responsibility
Initiative
Potential for success in an intense, fast paced college program.
Potential for success in a health care field.
4. Would you recommend this applicant for admission to the FVCC PTA Program?
 This applicant receives my highest recommendation.
 I recommend this applicant with confidence.
 I recommend this applicant.
 I recommend this applicant with some reservations.
 I would not recommend this candidate for admission
5. Please use the following space for additional comments pertinent to applicant. All information on this document is kept
in strict confidence and will be accessible only to the PTA program faculty.

The applicant is required to turn in their professional recommendations with their FVCC PTA Program Application.
Therefore, when you have completed this confidential document, please fold, seal in a standard letter-size envelope,

and sign across the seal before returning to the applicant.
Please print name

Phone Number

Place of employment

Position or Title

Signature

Date
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Verification of
Observation Experience in
Physical Therapy
Each applicant to the Flathead Valley Community College Physical Therapy Assistant program is required to complete a minimum of 30
observation hours in at least 3 different clinical settings.* A minimum of 10 hours must be in an inpatient setting. We highly encourage
candidates to exceed this number of hours and different clinical settings if he/she wishes. The supervisor must be a licensed PT or PTA
unless approved by PTA program director. The student is to complete these observation hours prior to acceptance into the program. This
form must be submitted to comply with requirements for application to the program. It is the applicant’s responsibility to be sure the
form is complete, accurate and submitted to FVCC PTA program director with the PTA program application. This information may be
subject to verification. Please maintain a copy for your records. *Spring 2022. Observation hours in inpatient may be waived due to
COVID 19 but we still encourage students to seek out opportunities if able. Please refer to application form for details on Application
Requirements for Essay and Interview for alternative opportunity to PT Observation. If unable to obtain hours in inpatient, we still
recommend obtaining hours in other clinical environments.

Applicant’s Name __________________________________________________________________________________

Physical Therapy
Setting
Date

Example
4/10/21

Please specify name of facility/clinic
AND type of setting: Inpatient (Acute
Care, SNF, Extended Care, Inpatient
Rehabilitation), Outpatient (private
practice, hospital based outpatient,
rehabilitation unit outpatient), Home
Care, Pediatrics/School System,
Sports fitness center, Cardiac
Rehabilitation, Other (please specify)

Anyplace Hospital:
Inpatient Acute Care PT

Total Hours of all settings combined

Contact
Phone
Hours
Number and
Email
123-456-7891
anyplace@us.org

Total Hours Inpatient

3

Name of
Supervising
PT/PTA

Signature of
Supervising
PT/PTA

Jane Lovespt, DPT

Jane Lovespt, DPT

Total Hours
Outpatient

I hereby certify that the above statements are true and correct to the best of my knowledge. I understand that a falsifying this
document may disqualify me from application to the FVCC PTA program .

Applicant Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: __________________________________

Physical Therapy
Setting
Date

Please specify name of facility/clinic
AND type of setting: Inpatient (Acute
Care, SNF, Extended Care, Inpatient
Rehabilitation), Outpatient (private
practice, hospital based outpatient,
rehabilitation unit outpatient), Home
Care, Pediatrics/School System,
Sports fitness center, Cardiac
Rehabilitation, Other (please specify)

Total Hours of all settings combined

Contact
Phone
Hours
Number and
Email

Total Hours Inpatient

Name of
Supervising
PT/PTA

Signature of
Supervising
PT/PTA

Total Hours
Outpatient

I hereby certify that the above statements are true and correct to the best of my knowledge. I understand that a falsifying this
document may disqualify me from application to the FVCC PTA program .

Applicant Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: __________________________________

Physical Therapy
Setting
Date

Please specify name of facility/clinic
AND type of setting: Inpatient (Acute
Care, SNF, Extended Care, Inpatient
Rehabilitation), Outpatient (private
practice, hospital based outpatient,
rehabilitation unit outpatient), Home
Care, Pediatrics/School System,
Sports fitness center, Cardiac
Rehabilitation, Other (please specify)

Total Hours of all settings combined

Contact
Phone
Hours
Number and
Email

Total Hours Inpatient

Name of
Supervising
PT/PTA

Signature of
Supervising
PT/PTA

Total Hours
Outpatient

I hereby certify that the above statements are true and correct to the best of my knowledge. I understand that a falsifying this
document may disqualify me from application to the FVCC PTA program.

Applicant Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: __________________________________

FVCC PTA Program Applications Due

th

May 20 2022 by
4:00 p.m.
Mail or Hand Deliver to:
FVCC Admissions and Registrar
Blake Hall
PTA Program Application
777 Grandview Drive
Kalispell, MT 59901
Any Questions, Contact:
Janice Heil, PT, MAPT
PTA Program Director
(406) 756-3373
BC 123C
jheil@fvcc.edu

